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Lewis: Garden Tools

Yalobusha Review

Lisa Lewis

Garden Tools
If you could’ve believed the million smackers in cash
I was prepared to steal, you’d’ve had full artistic freedom.
You said, Wash down one of these blotters before I get off on mine,

Standing away like it was nitroglycerine.
We had no trouble driving into town for beer and condoms,
But what we needed was garden tools:

hoe to shave the stems of weeds and vines and rip them out.
trowel to dig and gloves to plot crocus and hyacinth.
A rake to scatter clippings and leaves. A rake to burst into flame.
Don’t try to convince me you didn’t love it as much as I did,
Your feet wet and the stars
at their chase game with the moon.
We lay on the hood of the car. We stared into somebody’s bedroom.
There was no human movement, just a corduroy bedspread,
Nightlamp, cough syrup, butterflies in shadowboxes.
You nagged me to take off my pants on the warm metal,

But I was practical and explained why it wouldn’t work.
If you didn’t understand, you conceded anyway, and
wandered inside.
We found toys that seemed promised to us, candles,
narrow hallway, scratchy blankets, roller skates.
Neither of us could’ve made it up the staircase, so we sat
Cross-legged on the warp and woof until the direction

Of the visions dwindled and
longed for it back, admittedly
Without persuasion of cracked mountainsides rocking open
To spill vomit of gold pearls, or dormant twigs of redbuds
Revealed as nightcrawlers writhing sinuous as a sex shop billboard model.
Is the billboard model a cliché? Is loving her really loving the dead?
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You said if that’s what I thought, I should hurry up and lower my lean pants,
And you reached for the belt loops, sticking your fingers through
Like I was the can of beer we couldn’t be bothered to shotgun.
That’s when I stood up like I’d never swallowed anything funny

In all
life, and my life was an old station wagon, reckoning dew-mist
In your uncle’s driveway, and my life was walking away,
Pretending not to be shaky, pretending not to be walking away.

I didn’t look back. I hurried into the night of my life,
Of teen sex and marital sex, the usual precautions and the moment
When you look down at your body and it’s pried apart
By another body, and I knew I’d watch for a friend to point out
The planet Saturn above the pinched roofs of government housing,
So corrupted by mosses they weary the climbing eye.

I knew I’d sign on to joy as a bargain for the prosperous, and spade soil
Through afternoons resembling contentment before I betrayed the next love,
No matter how long it took, because I’d forever have a lot

To forget and nothing darker to do than knead earth with my fists like
dough.
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